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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Claims 1-26 have been examined.

Papers Submitted

2. It is hereby acknowledged that the following papers have been received and placed of

record in the file: Extension of Time, RCE, and Amendment as received on 3/6/2007 and

Applicant Interview Summary as received on 3/12/2007

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

3. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making

and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it

pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

4. Claims 1 1-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, first paragraph, as failing to comply with

the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not

described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant

art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had possession of the claimed

invention.

5. Referring to claim 11, applicant does not appear to have possession of "a method for

transposing data in an array of processing elements comprising shifting the data along each

diagonal in the array . . .
." The examiner asserts that each diagonal implies diagonals in both

directions (positive and negative slope), and the examiner is not aware of disclosure discussing

shifting in both directions at the same time. For instance, one diagonal would include elements
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a8 to hi in applicant's Fig.l6A. However, another diagonal would be al to h8. The examiner is

not aware of any disclosure that discusses shifting along each of these diagonals at the same

time, which is what the claim may be interpreted as. Applicant should avoid using the phrase

"each diagonal" in this claim without further clarification.

6. Claims 12-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112, 1
st
paragraph, for failing to comply with

the written description requirement, because they are dependent, either directly or indirectly, on a

claim failing to comply with the written description requirement.

7. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

8. Claims 3 and 1 1-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

9. Each of claims 3, 11, 13, and 21 refer to an array size in one form or another. However,

it is not clear how the size of the array is defined. Is it the total number of elements in the array,

is it the amount of rows in a square array, etc? Applicant should clarify how size is defined.

10. Referring to claims 3, 13, and 21, looking at Figs.l5B-15C, it is not apparent how y and

R indicate a row and a position in the row and how x and C indicate a column and a position in

the column . To the examiner, it appears as if y and R both indicate rows in reverse, but not

positions within the row. Similarly, it appears as if x and C both indicate columns in reverse

order but not positions within the column. Clarification is requested and if necessary,

appropriate correction is required.
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1 1 . Claims 12-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112, 2
nd

paragraph, for being unclear and

indefinite, because they are dependent, either directly or indirectly, on an unclear and indefinite

claim.

12. Claim 26 recites the limitations "the data" and "the plurality of processing elements" in

lines 3-4. There is insufficient antecedent basis for these limitations in the claim.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

13. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on

sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

14. Claims 1,9-11, 19-20, and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Hanounik et al., "Linear-Time Matrix Transpose Algorithms Using Vector Register File With

Diagonal Registers," 2001 (as applied in the previous Office Action and herein referred to as

Hanounik).

15. Referring to claim 1, Hanounik has taught a method for transposing data in a plurality of

processing elements arranged in an NxN array (see Fig. 1(a) and note that processing elements

1 1, 12, 21, and 22 form a first 2x2 array having a first diagonal comprising elements 21 and 12,

and processing elements 77, 78, 87, and 88 form a second 2x2 array having a second diagonal

comprising elements 87 and 78), comprising:

a) shifting the data N-l times along a plurality of diagonals of the plurality of processing

elements until each processing element in each of said plurality of diagonals has received the
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data held by every other processing element in that diagonal See Fig.l, for instance, and note

that data is shifted along the two aforementioned diagonals where each processing element in

each diagonal receives data held by every other element in that diagonal. For instance, after

shifting in the first diagonal N-l times (i.e., 1 time), the first element in that diagonal holds 21

and the second element in that diagonal holds 12 (i.e. each element in the diagonal holds data

held by the other element in the diagonal). Similarly, after shifting in the second diagonal N-l

times (i.e., 1 time), the first element in that diagonal holds 87 and the second element in that

diagonal holds 78 (i.e. each element in the diagonal holds data held by the other element in the

diagonal).

b) selecting data as final output data based on a processing element's position. Clearly, looking

at Fig.l, the element that originally holds value 12 should hold value 21 at the end of the

transpose. The receiving of value 21, for instance, by the element in row 1, column 2, is the

selection of that value by that element. It is further selected when it is outputted, as a value

cannot be outputted unless it is first obtained/selected from memory or bus, or some other

location. When it is finally selected, value 21 is outputted as the final data in the transpose.

1 6. Referring to claim 9, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 1 . Hanounik

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of vertical and horizontal shifting.

See Fig.l, and note, for example, that 21 ends up at a location one column over (horizontal shift)

and one row up (vertical shifting) from its original location.

17. Referring to claim 10, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 1. Hanounik

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of shifting in the x and z directions.

See Fig.l, and note, for example, that the value 21 ends up at a location one column over
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(horizontal/x shift) and one row up (vertical/z shifting) from its original location. Horizontal and

vertical (and x and z) are perpendicular directions (they form right angles with one another).

18. Referring to claim 1 1 , Hanounik has taught a method for transposing data in an array of

processing elements, comprising:

a) shifting the data along each diagonal in the array a number of times equal to N-l where N

equals the size of the array. See Fig.l, for instance, and note that data is shifted in the array

including elements 1 1, 12, 21, and 22. This 4-element array corresponds to N=2. And, data is

shifted N-l times (i.e., 1 time) along the diagonal comprising elements 21 and 12 such that the

element that originally held 21 now holds 12 and the element that originally held 12 now holds

21. Note the single arrow between these two elements in Fig.l. This means that one shift (swap

is occurring).

b) outputting data from each processing element as a function of that element's position in a

diagonal. Clearly, looking at Fig.l, the element that originally holds value 12 should hold value

21 at the end of the transpose. When it finally does, value 21 is outputted as the final data in the

transpose.

19. Referring to claim 19, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 11. Hanounik

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of vertical and horizontal shifting.

See Fig.l, and note, for example, that the 21 ends up at a location one column over (horizontal

shift) and one row up (vertical shifting) from its original location.

20. Referring to claim 20, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 1 1 . Hanounik

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of shifting in perpendicular

directions. See Fig.l, and note, for example, that the value 21 ends up at a location one column
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over (horizontal shift) and one row up (vertical shifting) from its original location. Horizontal

and vertical are perpendicular directions (they form right angles with one another).

21 . Referring to claim 26, Hanounik has taught a computer-readable memory device carrying

an ordered set of instruction which, when executed, perform a method (note that this is deemed

inherent) comprising:

a) shifting the data N-l times along a plurality of diagonals of the plurality of processing

elements in an NxN array until each processing element in each of said plurality of diagonals has

received the data held by every other processing element in that diagonal. See Fig.l, for

instance, and note that data is shifted along two diagonals where each processing element in each

diagonal receives data held by every other element in that diagonal. For instance, a first diagonal

would be the diagonal in the original matrix having a first element holding value 12 and another

element holding value 21 . After shifting, the first element in that diagonal holds 21 and the

second element in that diagonal holds 12 (i.e. each element in the diagonal holds data held by the

other element in the diagonal). Similarly, a second diagonal would be the diagonal in the

original matrix having a first element holding value 78 and another element holding value 87.

After shifting, the first element in that diagonal holds 87 and the second element in that diagonal

holds 78 (i.e. each element in the diagonal holds data held by the other element in the diagonal).

b) selecting data as final output data based on a processing element's position. Clearly, looking

at Fig.l, the element that originally holds value 12 should hold value 21 at the end of the

transpose. The receiving of value 21, for instance, by the element in row 1, column 2, is the

selection of that value by that element. It is further selected when it is outputted, as a value
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cannot be outputted unless it is first obtained/selected from memory or bus, or some other

location. When it is finally selected, value 21 is outputted as the final data in the transpose.

22. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

23. Claims 21-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Apisdorf et al.,

U.S. Patent No. 6,968,447 (herein referred to as Apisdorf).

24. Referring to claim 21, Apisdorf has taught a method for transposing data in a plurality of

processing elements, comprising:

a) shifting data along diagonals defined by a plurality of processing elements arranged in an

array. See Fig.3, 4A, 4B, and 6, column 13, lines 4-19, and column 14, lines 9-28. Note that

elements are arranged in diagonals (i.e., as an array), and data is passed along them by

transferring north and then east, for instance. Fig.3 shows that there can be N elements in the

array and therefore, multiple diagonals would exist.

b) setting an initial count in each processing element according to one of the expressions:

(x+y+l)MOD(array size), (C+R+l)MOD(array size), (C+y+l)MOD(array size), or

(x+R+l)MOD(array size), where y and R are numbers indicating a row and a position in the row

of a processing element and C and x are numbers indicating a column and a position in the

column of a processing element. See column 13, lines 4-35, and column 14, lines 9-28. Each
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element has a counter which may be initialized to some value being zero or greater, which

indicates the amount of code sections to process. In one given example, one processing element

has a counter initialized to 1 while the rest are initialized to 0 (column 13, lines 20-35). So,

looking at Fig.4B, we could apply this example and say that one element's counter will be

initialized to 1 while the rest are initialized to 0: So, in the following diagram each box

represents a PE shown in Fig.4B having an initial count. The count is defined by multiple

parameters. A first parameter is the array size
6S\ where S=log2(amount of PEs). In Fig.4B,

there are 4 elements. Consequently, the array size S= log2(4), which yields S=2. Further

parameters which define the count are those which specify a given PE's location in the array.

These parameters (C, R, x, and y), and associated initial count, given S=2, are as follows:

R = 0, C = 0

y=l,x = 0

count = 1

R = 0, C = 1

y = 0, x = 0

count = 0

R= 1,C = 0

y=l,x=l
count = 0

R=1,C = 1

y = 0,x=l
count = 0

The initial count for the top-left element in Fig.4B would be set to (C+R+l) MOD 2.

This equals (0+0+1) MOD 2=1. The initial count for the top-right element in Fig.4B would be

set to (C+R+l) MOD 2. This equals (1+0+1) MOD 2 = 0. The initial count for the bottom-left

element in Fig.4B would be set to (C+R+l) MOD 2. This equals (0+1+1) MOD 2 = 0. And, the
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initial count for the bottom-right element in Fig.4B would be set to (x+y+1) MOD 2. This equals

(1+0+1) MOD 2 = 0.

c) one of incrementing or decrementing the initial count by a programmable amount and at

programmable intervals to produce a current count. See column 13, lines 4-35, and column 14,

lines 9-28, and note that after each section is processed, the counter is decremented. So it is

decremented by a programmable amount (1), and at a programmable interval (the amount of time

to process a given section). Counters initialized to zero are incremented at some point before

they are decremented.

d) selecting output data as a function of said current count. For as long as the counter is greater

than zero, the element will execute instructions, which inherently produces output (where the

output must be selected as output).

25. Referring to claim 22, Apisdorf has taught a method as described in claim 21. Apisdorf

has further taught that said modifying includes counting down from said initial count. See

column 13, lines 6-9.

26. Referring to claim 23, Apisdorf has taught a method as described in claim 22. Apisdorf

has further taught that said selecting occurs when said current count is a non-positive value. See

column 13, lines 6-9, and note that when the counter reaches 0 (non-positive), then the section

that was executed to produce that non-positive value will produce data to be selected as output.

27. Referring to claim 24, Apisdorf has taught a method as described in claim 21 . Apisdorf

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of vertical and horizontal shifting.

See Fig.4A, 4B, and 6, and note that PEs are connected horizontally and vertically for data

transfer.
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28. Referring to claim 25, Apisdorf has taught a method as described in claim 21 . Apisdorf

has further taught that said shifting includes a combination of horizontal shifting. See Fig.4A,

4B, and 6, and note that PEs are connected. Looking at the connections, it can be seen that data

may be passed east/west and north/south. Both of these can be looked at as horizontal shifting.

North/south can be horizontal shifting because data is sent from one horizontal row to another,

and east/west shifting is horizontal shifting because data is sent from an element to an element

horizontal to that element.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

29. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

30. Claims 2-8 and 12-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hanounik, as applied above, in view of Apisdorf, as applied above.

3 1 . Referring to claim 2, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 1 . Hanounik

has not explicitly taught one of loading an initial count into each processing element and

calculating an initial count locally based on the processing element's location, said selecting

being responsive to said initial count. However, Apisdorf has taught loading each element with

an initial count, said selecting being responsive to said initial count. See column 13, lines 4-19,

and column 14, lines 9-28. Each element has a counter which may be initialized to some value

being zero or greater, which indicates the amount of code sections to process. Data will be
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selected for processing based on the counter. Such a counter allows for synchronization between

processing elements. See column 13, line 45, to column 14, line 8. As a result, in order to

ensure synchronized communication between processing elements, it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify Hanounik to include a

counter taught by Apisdorf.

32. Referring to claim 3, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 2. Apisdorf has further taught that said plurality of processing elements is arranged in an

array and said initial count is given by one of the following expressions: (x+y+l)MOD(array

size) (C+R+l)MOD(array size) (C+y+l)MOD(array size) or (x+R+l)MOD(array size) where y

and R are numbers indicating a row and a position in the row of a processing element and C and

x are numbers indicating a column and a position in the column of a processing element. See

column 13, lines 22-28. Note that the starting element's counter may be set to 1. If the starting

element is the element in the 0
th row and 0

th
column (top left element in the array shown in

Fig.4A), then the initial value satisfies (C+R+l)MOD(array size), where R=0, C=0, and array

size =8. This yields a count of 1 . Also, no matter the initial value, it would meet the mod

conditions set forth above. For instance, if the array size is 8, as in Fig.4A, and the counter is set

to zero, then we can take x=0 and y=-l so that we get 0 mod 8, which is zero (the initial value is

zero). It should be noted that applicant has not defined x, y, C, and R, so they can be assigned

any values.

33. Referring to claim 4, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 2. Apisdorf has further taught maintaining a current count in each processing element,

said current count being responsive to said initial count and the number of data shifts performed,
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said selecting being responsive to said current count. See column 13, lines 4-19, and column 14,

lines 9-28. Counts are decremented based on the original count value each time data is shifted

(and processed).

34. Referring to claim 5, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 4. Apisdorf has further taught that said maintaining a current count includes altering said

initial count at programmable intervals by a programmable amount. See column 13, lines 4-19,

and column 14, lines 9-28, and note that after each section is processed, the counter is

decremented. So it is decremented by a programmable amount (1), and at a programmable

interval (the amount of time to process a given section).

35. Referring to claim 6, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 4. Apisdorf has further taught that said initial count is decremented in response to said

shifting of data to produce said current count. See column 13, lines 6-9.

36. Referring to claim 7, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 4. Apisdorf has further taught that said selecting occurs when said current count is non-

positive. See column 13, lines 6-9, and note that when the counter reaches 0 (non-positive), then

the section that was executed to produce that non-positive value will produce data to be selected

as output.

37. Referring to claim 8, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 4. Hanounik has not taught maintaining a local count including setting a counter to a first

known value, and counting up from said first known value based on the number of shifts that

have been performed, said selecting occurring when a current count equals a target count.

However, Apisdorf has taught such a concept. See column 14, lines 9-28. Each element has a
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counter which may be initialized to some value being zero or greater, which indicates the amount

of code sections to process. Data will be selected for processing based on the counter. Such a

counter allows for synchronization between processing elements. See column 13, line 45, to

column 14, line 8. As a result, in order to ensure synchronized communication between

processing elements, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to modify Hanounik to include a counter taught by Apisdorf.

38. Referring to claim 12, Hanounik has taught a method as described in claim 1 1

.

Furthermore, claim 12 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of claim 2.

39. Referring to claim 13, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 12. Furthermore, claim 13 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 3.

40. Referring to claim 14, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 12. Furthermore, claim 14 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 4.

41 . Referring to claim 15, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 14. Furthermore, claim 15 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 5.

42. Referring to claim 16, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 14. Furthermore, claim 16 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 6.
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43. Referring to claim 17, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 16. Furthermore, claim 17 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 7.

44. Referring to claim 1 8, Hanounik in view of Apisdorf has taught a method as described in

claim 12. Furthermore, claim 18 is rejected for the same reasons set forth in the rejection of

claim 8. .

Response to Arguments

45. Applicant's arguments filed on March 6, 2007, have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

46. Applicant argues the novelty/rejection of at least claim 1 on page 7 of the remarks, in

substance that:

"the elements in diagonal #2 (21, 12, 83, 74, 65, 56, 47, 38), which the examiner uses as an

example, would need to receive the data held by all the elements in diagonal #2, i.e., 21, 12, 83,

74, 65, 56, 47, 38. As shown by Figure 1 of Hanounik, the processing element holding 21 holds

its own data and receives 12 from its neighboring processing element. Thus, the element holding

21 does not receive the data of every other element in its diagonal."

47. These arguments are not found persuasive for the following reasons:

a) The examiner asserts that applicant is reading "diagonal" too narrowly. The examiner's

exemplary diagonal only comprises elements 21 and 12, and not any other elements as suggested

by applicant. When the examiner' diagonal is used, then each element receives data held by

every other element in the diagonal.

48. Applicant argues the novelty/rejection of at least claim 1 on page 7 of the remarks, in

substance that:
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"Additionally, even if the examiner's construction of diagonal is used, the method of Figure 1 of

Hanounik still does not meet the requirements of claims 1,11, and 26 that the elements in each
diagonal receive the data of every other processing element in the diagonal. Under the

examiner's understanding, the array of Figure 1 is made up of fifteen diagonals containing

between one and eight elements. In the Office action, the examiner cites the diagonal containing

21 and 12. However, looking for example at the diagonal comprised of 82, 73, 64, 55, 46, 37, and

28, and focusing on the element which originally holds the value 82, it can be seen by the step-

by-step progression through Figure 1 that the element that originally holds 82 receives the data

46 in step 1 and 28 in step 2. Because claims 1,11, and 26 require, for each diagonal, that the

elements in the diagonal receive data from every other element in the diagonal, and the method
disclosed in Figure 1 of Hanounik clearly does not do that."

49. These arguments are not found persuasive for the following reasons:

a) The examiner asserts that the claim language does not require that the examiner view the array

as having 15 diagonals. Looking at Fig.l of Hanounik, the four elements in the northwest corner

make up a 2x2 array, as do the four elements in the southeast corner. Therefore, transposing of

elements arranged in a 2x2 array is performed by shifting data once along the diagonal in each

array.

50. Applicant argues the novelty/rejection of at least claim 21 on page 8 of the remarks, in

substance that:

"In addition, amended claim 21 describes that once initialized, the current count at each
processing element is either incremented or decremented but not both as is contemplated in

Apisdorf."

5 1 . These arguments are not found persuasive for the following reasons:

a) Both decrementing and incrementing do need to be performed. Only one of the claimed

operations needs to be performed to anticipate the claim due to the use of alternative language

("or").
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to David J. Huisman whose telephone number is (571) 272-4168.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (8:00-4:30).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Eddie Chan can be reached on (571) 272-4162. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

DJH
David J. Huisman

May 14, 2007


